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Limit the workshop enrollment to a minimumof-nine
and a maximum of twenty-five participants.
Review the resources in the manual thoroughly before
the work shop begins:

Have extra copies of-workshop handouts available for
the parti ipants. -Introduce the patticipants and
make the" feel welcome.
Start the workshop on time and keep it moving.
Don't stifle discussion that is germane to the issue
at hand; however, when the discussion becomei
redundant, tactfully cut if off.- Don't deny people
their feelings -- allow them'to express their views.
o

Encourage participation by drawing all participants
into the diScussion.' Try: to keep any one person_from
dominating the workshop.
.

.Ah

Begin planning 'for the next workshop -as soon as this
One is.concluded. Try tape recording the workshop
and listening tooit for evaluation purposes.

Don't wait to the end of the workshop to conduct an
evaluation. Stop at least:Once-during the day and
request feedback. At.the end of the day, hand out
the workshop evaluation form.
Consider having lunch catered to avoid long lunch'
breaks.
Review the .Additional ResoUrces section. "If there
are resources that are especially relevant to the.
workshop group, include them in the packet and plan
time to highlight them.

.

.
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One Day Workshop Agenda

9:00 -

9:15

9:15 -. 10:00

Introduction to the Workshop
Lee Quill Case Study

10:00 - 10:30

What Is A Writing Program?.

10:30 - 10:45

BREAK

10:45 - 11:15

11:15 - 12:00

O

,Coordination Functions and.Activities
Planning for a Writing Program:
Creating a Management Plan
N

12:00 -

1:00

LUNCH

1:00 -

1:45

Issues That Everyone is Talking About

1:45 -

2:30

Evaluating Student Writing:
Holistic and Analytic Scoring

2:30 -

3:00

Examining the Resource Packet

3:00 -

3:15

Continued Planning

3:15-

3:30

End of Workshop Summary and Evaluation

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS
o

9:00 - 9:15

Module I - Workshop Introduction

ACTIVITIES

1.

Objective:

Introduce self to the group (e.g., current position,,

past experience in schcols, experience in basic
0

o

To introduce the trainer to the participants

skill areas, etc)..

and nice versa.

2.

Ask.participants, by show of hands, who is a superintendent, assistant superintendent, curriculum

Materials:

coordinator, building principal, competency coordi;
t

Name tags, felt tip markert

nator, classroom teacher, etc.

Sign-in sheets
o

Coffee, tea

3.

Review the agenda with the participants.

.

',Resource book for each participant
Agenda for the day

Tips:

Begin no more than 10 minutes late,

o

Make certain the registration area is not
near the entry Way.

Review the entire training manual and resource book prior to the workshop,

9:15

10:00

MOdule II - Case Study of a Writing
Coordinator
0

Objectives:

1.

Ask participants to read the "tee Quill Case Study" individually and to jot down individual reactions.'

I

To give participants an opportunity to think
about program management?, and to share ideas

2.' Ask participants to divide into groups of no more
than four and discuss and define Lee's problems.

and approaches,

Materials:

3,

Have the total group discuss and, if possible, reach
consensus about Lee's problem(s),

4 "Lee Quill Case Study"- Handout 11'
4.

Draw generalizations from the Iroupks discussions,

about the problets of managing a writiig project.

Tips:

4

I

Encourage the group to list random ideas and
suggestions rather than to develop a sequential

0

plan,

5.

Have the total group suggest some next steps for

30

Module.III

ACTIVITIES

What Is A Writing Program? .

tives:

1.

Ask, "What is a'writing program?"
answers on board.

2:

Pass out One Person's View of a Writing Program':
Have participants read article.

Write participants'

o.determine the components of a writing
rogram. ,

o begin. ar action plan for Lee,Quill.
3.

Note the components, of a'rwriting.hrpgram mentioned
in the article that are already on the chalkboard,
and record the components that are missing. Try to
develop a complete list with which the group is
'comfortable,

4.

Based on the list on the chalkboard, ask, "What
activities should Lee do to find out if she has a
.writing program?"

ials:

ne Person's Definition of a Writing Program" andout 412.

halkboard, chalk

t.-'ess the fact that the article is notthe
efinitive answer.

45

Break

Aentify the locatidn of restrooms, telephones,
moking areas.

1.

Break

1.

Discuss handout.

2.

Ask participants to eliminate or modify those activities that do not seem appropriate for

;et 10:45 sharp as the start-up time.

15

Module V- Coordination Functions arr.'.
Activities

Co familiarize the participahts with the
planning,
?lements of program management:
prgdnizing and controlling, and evaluating.
ro help the participants to develop a set
)f action, plans for managing their own
writing programs.
rials:

:.00rdinating A Writing Program:
Functions" = Handout #6

Critical

Lee Quill Planning Sheet"- Handout #3

Stress that the listing is just a starting
point that can be added to or.changed.

10

ACTIVITIES

Planning For A Writing Program

11:15 - 12:00

1.

Objective,,:

Ask participants to develop their, own action plans

on the program planning worksheet.
To help the ,participants to 'develop a set

I

.of action plans for managing-tLir own
waiting programs.

Materials:

'Program Planning Worksheets" - Handout #7
7

LUNCH

12:00,7 1:00

LUNCH

Distribute a sheet of nearby restaurants -locations, costs,

o,

If y3u cannot arrange lunch for entire group at
meeting site, ,stress that the afternoon session

will begin promptly at 1:00,

Module Iv:

1:00 - 1:45

Issues in Writing

.c

.1.

Objectives:

Instruct participants to fill Out the "Issues That
Everyone is Talking About" questionnaire inaividually.',

I

°,16 develop an awareness of the controversial
2.

issues about writing,

Have participants share their responses in groups
0

of 2-3,

Naterials:
Instruct the groups to reach consensus.
I

"Issues That Everyone is Talking About"-Handout #4
4.

"Annotated Bibliography on Writing for School

Ask a spokespersbn for each group to present the
group's responses,

Administrators" - Handout 45
e.. Newsprint and markers orcohalkboard and. chalk
5.

Ti vs:

.

Keep track of responses on newsprint or chalkboard
and summarize each group's responses,

o ,This,activky may be used by participants in

.

their own school systems as part of a,staff
development workshop in writing skills,

s

IstUes...cm. be given twice, as a ire- and posttest, to determine if participants' attitudes
have changed,

I

This activity may take less than the-prescribed:
time allotment,

e

Avoid pushing your version of the "right"
answer on participants.

6.

Have participants skim Annotated Bibliography and, if
time allows, discuss the references.

1:45 --2:30

ACTIVITIES

Module VII- Evaluation Writing

Objectives:

I.

Have each participant mrrect the student writing
sample

II

"Flying."

(Handout #8)

To familiarize the participants with holistic
analytic, primary trait, writing mechanics

2,

List what the participants did to correct papers;
e.g., "I circled all the misspelled words", "I

and T-unit Scoring.

corrected the capital letters", "I gave it a grade.",

To define the purposes of evaluation;
3.

DisCuss"Analytic Scoring:

An Overvie0."

Materiels:
4.

Instruct the group'to correct analytically "My
Favorite Place" (5-10 minutes).

Blackboard, chalk and the following handouts;

Then, show -the

overhead of "My Favorite Place" with corrections.
1.

'Analytic Scoring:

Discuss the pros and cons of the way the paper is

An Overview"- #9

corrected vs: the way the participants have corrected
the paper.

2.

'1y, Favorite Place"(uncortected) - #10,

3.

'fly Favorite'Place"(corrected) - #11

4.

holistic SCoring:

5.

"Analytic andylelistic Scwing of Writing:

An Overview'- #12

Holistic Scoring

Advantalel, Disadvantages of Each"- #13
5.

Diyass each aspect of "Holistic Scoring:

An dyer-

view."

6.

Instruct the group to Score holistically the sample
compositions.

Tips:

finished.)

e

(10 minutes, or until the group has

Discuss the scores of each paper and

the scoring process.

For the analytic scoring, allow as much,time as
is needed.

Discuss"Analytic and Holistic Scoring of Writing:
s

For holistic scoring, allow 3-5 minutes.

Advantages, Disadvantages of Each,"

Keep

in mind that evaluation has two purpoSes:
1)

to give a.system a picture of its student

writing and 2) to improve student writing.

2:30 - 3:00

8.

Review"A Comparison of Scoring Methods for Direct
Writing Assessment.'

,

Examining the Resource Packet

Objectives:

1.

Review the' dditional Resources"with the participants.

To.familiarize the participants with the resources
for improving writing which are listed in the
resource packet.

Materials:

Additional Resources section

Tips:

4 For each resource, suggest that participants
add their own suggestions.

-Identify specifid resources.

14

15

3:00 - 3:15

Continued Planning

ACTIVITIES

Objecti'vse:

1,

Make the final revisions on the planning sheets.

1
L.

UselAssessing and RestruCturing Writing Programs"

0

I

To shre the next steps'and create a

2,-,

management plan.

(Handout 114) and "Suggestions for Using the Writing,
Folder" (Additional Resources) to make final revisions,

3:15 - 3:30

Share the completed plans.

1.

Summarize the learnings from the day.

;End of Workshop Summary. and Evaluation

Objectives:

I

3.

r

To summarize the day's learnings, and provide

2. -Distribute the end of workshop summary sheet.

feedback to trainer,
.3.

Bring closure to the meeting.

Materials:

"Workshop Evaluation Sheet"- (In Trainer's
Materials)

16
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Two Day Workshop Agenda

Day One
9:00 -

9:15

Introduction to the Workshop

9:15 -

9:45

Three Questions That_I'd Like Answered
by The End of The Workshop-Are ...

9:45, -- 10:45

Lee Quill Case Study

10:45 - 11:00

BREAK

11:00 - 11i45

What Is a Writing Program?

11:45 - .12 :00

Planning for a Writing Program

12:00 -

1:00

LUNCH

1:00 -

2:00

"Issues. Everyone Is Talking About"

2:00

2:30

Coordination Functions and Activities

2:30 -

3:00

End of DaySummary and Mid -Point
Evaluation (suggestions to make
tomorrow better)

41
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18

ACTIVITIES

Module I - Workshop Introduction

9:00 - 9:15

1,

Objective:

Introduce self to the group (e.g., current position,

past experience in schools, experience in basic
o

skill areas, etc.).

To introduce the trainer to the participants
and 'vice versa.:

0

2.

Ask participants, by show of hands, who is ,a superintendent, assistant superintendent, curriculum

Materials:

coordinator, building principal, competency

I -Name tags, felt tip markers
O

coordinator, classroom teacher',' etc,

Sign-in.sheets
Coffee, tea

I

ResOurce book for each participant

o

Agenda for the day

3.

Review the agenda. with the participants,

1.

Ask participants to list three questions they Would

Tips:

1

Begin no more than 10 minutes late.

1

Make certain the registration area is not
.near the entry way.

1

Revi ew the entire training manual and.re-

soutce book prior to the workshop.

24ectL!)q:

like answered by the end of this workshop,
1!

To initiate discussion about basic skills
createNa relaxed atmosphere among the

2.

Wave the participants write the questiOn6 individually,

3.

Divide' the, participants into groups of 2.3 and ask

,)articipanis..

.

each group to share and discuss their'questions.

To have participants liitown goals.

4.

.%zteralr!

Select spokesperson for each group and ask each
spokesperson for summary of the questions.

EaSel, newsprint,'felt tip markers or
7---Keep track Of the questions on newsprint or a

Chalkboard, chalk, eraser

chalkboard,
.

Trai.urTtps:
6.

Comment on what wili-and-work't be covered in the
workshop.

1 Allow enough time fordiscussion.

For those areastbatwill not be covered,

direct the participants to the appropriate resources,
1 .Try not- to leave qUestions unanswered

19

,

if' possible,

1

ACTIVITIES

9145 - 10:45

'Module II - Case Study of A Writing

Coordinator

Objectives:

1.

Ask participants to read the Lee Quill Case Study°
individually and to jot down individual reactions,

8

To give participants an opportunity to think
about program management, and to share ideas

2.

and approaches,

Ask participants to divide into groups of no More
than four and discuss and define Lee's problems,'

Materials:

3.

Have the total group discuss and, if possible, reach
consensus, about Lee's problem(s).

4 "Lee Quill' Case Study"- Handout il
4,

LE:
.8

Draw generalizations from the group's discussions
about the problems of managing a writing project,

Encourage the group.to list random ideaS and

5.

Have the total group suggest some net' steps for Lee.

1,

Break

1,

Ask, "What is a writing program?

suggestions rather than to develop a sequential
plan,

8

Identify the location of restrooms, telephones,
smoking areas,

I

Set 11:00 sharp as the start -up, time,

10:45

11100

11:00

11:45

, Break

Module III - What Is A Writing Program?

Objectives:

Write partici-

pants! answers on board,
To determine the components of a writing program.
Pass out"One PerSon's View of a Writing Program:'
8

To begin an action plan for Lee Quill.

Matoials:

Have participants read the article,

3,

gote the components of a writing prugram mentioned
in the article that are already,on the chalkboard,,

I 'One Person's Definition of a Writing Program".

Handout #2

8

Chalkboardochalk

and record the components that are missing.

Try

to develop a complete list with which the group is

.

comfortable,

4,

Based on the list on the chalkboard, ask, "What
activities should Lee do to find out if she'has

.

41

Stress the fact that the article is not the

a writing program ?"

definitive answer'.

22
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ACTIVITIES

"Lee Quill Plinning Sheet"

11:45 - 12:00

Objective:

1,

Have participants list any activities on the Lee Quill
Planning Sheet that they feel Lee should' consider
as she devrZiops her writing action p3 an,

To turn the morning' discussions and learnings

into action plans for Lee.
2,

Instruct group to,not worry about time or resource
limitations, as they will be revising the Worksheet

Mutepials:

throughout' the workshop,

Lee Quill Planning Sheet"

4

Handout #3

LE:
4,

The group should use this sheet throughout the
a

,workshop, adding to it as new information,is
presented.

12:00 - 1:00

LUNCH

'LUNCH

.

Ls:
If you cannot arrange lunch for entire group at
meeting site, distribute a sheet of.nearby
restaurants -- locations, costs,

.

Stress that the afternoon session will begin
promptly at 1:00.

Module IV - Issues in Writing !Optional

,1:00 - 2:00

activity if doing one-day
workshop)

1,

Instruct participants to fill out the "Tstues Everyone
Is Talking About" questionnaire individually,

Al

To develop an awareness of the controversial
issues about writing.

2,

Have participants 'share their responses in groups
of 2-3.

NataiialL:
3,

Instruct the groups to reach consensus,

.

Issues Everyone is Talking About - Handout #4
o

Annotated Bibliography on Writing for School

4,, Ask a spokesperson for each' group to present the

Administrators

group's retponses.

Newsprint and markers. or chalkboaTd, and chalk

J,

Keep track. of responses on newsprihtor chalkboard
and summarize each group's responses.;

This activity may be used by participants in,
their own school systems as a part of a staff
development workshop in writing skills..
0.

This

inventory

can be given twice, as a pre-

and post-test, to determine if particitints'

attitudes have changed by the end of the workshop.

1

This 'activity may take less than the prescribed
time allotment,

Avoid pushing your version of the "right" answer
on nart:;.ciWits.

6.

Have participants shim' AnnOtated Bibliograp*And'if

time allows, discuss the references.

ACTIVITIES

.Module V - Coordination Functions and

2:00 -

Activities

1.

ObjeeWes:

.

'2.0 Ask participants to eliminate or modify those

o "To fatiliarize the participants with the

activities that do not seem appropriate for Lee.

planning, organi-

el6lents,of prograt management:

Discuss handout.

zing and controlling, and ,evaluating.

0

3.

o

To help the participants to develop a set of

Have participants add to the list of activities On
the "Lee Quill Planning Sheet".

action plans for managing their own writing
P,

e'.

t-4

Ma teria4:

1
163,

goordiAing A Writing PrRgram:

Critical

Functioils", Handout #6

"Lee'Quill Planning Sheet"- HindOut #3
"Program Planning Worksheeti"- Handout #7a (Contirpt
to add to the lee Quill Planning Sheet")'
1.11

le Stress that the listing; is just a starting point

.

that can be added to or changed,

2:45 - 3:00

OFective.
I

'0

1,

Summarize the.learning's from the day.

2.

Distribute the end of workshop summary sbeet.

'

To summarize the day's learnings and provide

,

.

.

feedback to the trainer.
3,' Bring closure to the meeting and remind participants

of the starting time for DAY

Material;

"Workihop Evaluation Sheet"- Handout #8

Ti s;
.

vAt the end of DAY,I of a, two-day workshop,
encourage the participants td make suggestions

,that can be incorporated into the DAY 1Pagenda,
1

,

I

d

.

.1'

I

aro

Day, Two
9:00 -

9:30

9:30 - 10:30

Reviewing Day I:
Sheets

Sharing Planning

Creating Awareness About Your Writing
Prograin

10:30 - 10:45

BREAK

10:45

11:45

Evaluating Writing:
Analytic Scoring

11:45

12:00

Revising Planning Sheets

12:00 -

1:00

Holistic and

LUNCH
-

1:00 -

2:00

-Examining the Resource Packet

2:00 -

2:30

Sharing Next Steps
Creating a Management Plan
0

3:00

2:30 -

Reviewing Day I and II
Evaluation of Workshop

9
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Reviewing Day I:

'9:00 - 9:30

ACTIVITIES

Sharing Pla4ing Sheets

1.

Objectives:

Review the DAY I activities and learnings: comment
on the "Lee Quill Case Study,"Tomponents of A Writing PrograM," and the "Issues'Everyone is Talking

To review the DAY I activities.

About" modules.

To reviewthe results'of the DAY I evaluation
2.

forms,

Ask the group to share "Lee Quill Planning Sheet"
activities.

To share-the DAY I planning sheets.

Materials:.

0 "Lee Quill Planning Sheet", individual planning'

sheet
Blackboard, chalk
Coffee, tea
Overhead, screen'

Vys:
The activity can take less than 1/2 hour.

s

0 'Begin' no -lore than.J4 minutes late.'

9:30 - 10:30

Module VI:

Writing About Writing
Ask-participinii to choose one -topic and- write:

Objectives:
0

i

- a press release describing their system's plan

TO develop a method for creatIng-comMunity

for improving writing skills,. or

awareness oLthe-basiciiill program,

IL

---

O

- an outline- fora TA,presentation on their

To enable the participants to have brief

system's basic writing skills program, or

writing experiences,

- a memo to the school committee and/or super-

Materials:

intendent about the basic writing skills
program,

0' Paper, pen, blackboard, chalk
2.

Tips:

)

Solicit ideas from the group about the assignment
and write these ideas on the board,

Do not force the participants to read their
.

.

press releases aloud.

Generate ideas about ways of'deveioping community
involvement in basic skill programs,

I

Suggest that the group jot down ideas as re-'
leases are "read aloud.

ACTIVITIES

3.

Ask the group to write for 10-15 minutes.

4.

Ask volunteers to read their papers aloud.

5.

Summarize the components of an effective Communication about a writing program,

Break

10:30 - 10:45

_

1.

Tips:

Break
f

s

Provide directions tojthe coffee:

s

Give directions to the men's room, the
room, the telephone and the smoking .area.

Remind participants to return at 10:45 sharp.

Module VII - Evaluating Writing

10:45 - 11:45

1.

Okliectives:

I

To familiarize the participants with holistic

2.

Present and discuss"AnalYtic,Scpring:

An Overview."

Instruct the group to correct analytically uty
Then, show the

Favorite Place" (5-10 minutes).

primary trait, writing mechanics

overhead or use handout 110 of "My pavorite Place"
and T-unit scoring.
with the corrections.

.

Discuss the pros and cons of

the way the paper ia:Corrected vs.' the way the pare

To define the purposes of evaluation.

ticiranta have corrected the paper.
Materials:

Holistic Scoring
Blackboard, chalk and the following handouts;
3.
1.

"Analytic Scoring:

40

An Over-.

view"(Handout

An Overview"ic #9

2.,"My Favorite Place"(uncorrected) -

Discus each aspect of"Holistic Scoring,:

4.

Instruct the group to holistically score "My Favorite
Place."'

3.. "My Favorite Place" (corrected)- #11
5.
4.

"Balletic Scoring:

T
Discuss the group's holistic scoring of "My,Favorite
Place,"

An Overview"- #12

x 3 or 4.

-5. "Analytic and Holistic Scoring of Writing
Advantages, Disadvantages of Each"- #13

6.

Ask how many gave the composition x'irx
Then ask.for individual reasons.

Discuss"Analytic and Holistic Scoring.ot Writing:.
.Advantages, Disadvantages of Each."

7.

Reviewi%ComparisOn of Scoring Methods fOr Direct
Writing Assessment."

Tips:

.

For the analytic scoring, allow as muchAime
as is needed.

30

2,

ACTIVITIES

(contY)

I

For holistiC scoring, allow 3-5 minutes.

t ,Keep in mind that evaluation has two purposes:
1) to jmorove student writing; and, 2) to give
a district a picture of its student writing,

11:45 - 12:00

1.

Objective:

Have the participants add new ,Ictivities to their
planning, sheets..

To revise the.planning sheets based on the DAY II

.

2.

activities.

.

If time allows; have the participants share their
new activities.

72
3.

for some specific recommendations to improve their

Each activity should suggest new planning
sheet activities.

Refer the participants to handouts 20 and 21

current,wr-iting programs.

Encoutage_the-participants.

-1O-review the previous handouts.

12:00 - 1:00

LUNCH

1.

LUNCh

1.

Review the additional resources with the participants,

1:00 - 2:00

Objective:

I

To familiarize the participants with the resources.for improving writing which are
listed in the resource packet.

Materials:

Additional resources, packet

For each resource, suggest that'participAhts
add their own suggestions.

'1

Identify the state/specific resources.

33
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ACTIVITIES

2:00

2:30

the planning sheets.

1,

Make the final reisions

2..

Use "Assessing and Restructuring Writing Programs"
(Handout #14) and "Suggestions for Using the Writ-

.Objectives:

To share the next steps and create a management.
plan.

ing Folder"

(Additional Resources) to make final,

revisions.

Materials:
3.

Share the completed plans.

New and old planning sheets.
"AssesSing and Restructuring Writing Programs"

andtuggestions for Using the Writing
Folder:'

Tips:

Give the partiCipantainew planning sheets,
for revisions,

2;30 - 1:00
1,

Objective:

Summarize the DAY I and DAY II;Ftivities and
learnings.

O

To bring closure to the workshop.
2. 'Complete the end of workshop evaluation

Materials:,

14orkshop,Evaluation"(In Trainer's Materials) Handout #3'

.

IS

34
s.

Workshop Evaluation Form
(Please read-okier all questions first.).

Disagree
1.

The administrative arrangeMents
were very good

1

2

The presentation was well

1

2

Agree
3

4

5

-,organkzed3.

The workshop objectives were
completely achieved

4.

The workshop was appropriate.
for my needs now

1

2

5.

The workshop needs, at most,
only minor changes

1

2

O 4444
.

.

.

4

3

.

6.

What important parts of this workshop would you suggest,.
be retained?

7.

What changes would you like to see made in the workshop
design, administration, or instruction?
-

0

8.

Would you,recomthend this workshop to your colleagues?

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROCRAMS
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Handout #1

Lee Quill Case Study`
LeeQuill is the Writing. Program Coordinatorin Freetown,. a.
K-12 suburban school district with a total population .of 6500
During the past decade Lee has d %,a
veloped a reading,
students.
program that is viewed- as quite successful.: etude is are
'outperforming 'those dn.surrounding towns on st ndar zed'
tests; and teachers seerrytc feel that the program i
--challenging but not overwhelming.
.

.......

...

mi.La.school committee budget session two weeks ago, there were
questions aboutrthe amount of consumable materials required by
the reading program, but the committee tabled discashiott.until
In. thesame meeting the school
they had more information.
newspaper budget was cut. This cut was` accompanied by a
heated discussion aboutIthe poor quality of 'btudent written
articles One board member alsocited-reports from local
businesses that students" radua'ting fromFreetown's schools :
could not read or write well.
:

.

,

.

Lee, realizing there. was little to offer other than an
Opinion, kept out of the discussion but felt that theLast
newspaper wasointee4ting and reasonably well writte
week,,in'a eV.sc444:Oiiwith the.Fregtown superintendent, the
conversation ,;urnediWthe states new basic skills laW, which
1._

.

.._

will go into effect*At.year, The superintendent suggested
that Lee prepare a. memo on the district's writing program and
commented,.."T'm not too sure these. ktds,can,write.. And, You .!
know, we haVenbt had an inservice training program in writing
in years." -0
17,
...

)

..-

i#(

d

The school committee's' discussion agld the superintendent's
'PRmot101.41,14RYP 141134n to make Lee more than-alittle concerned.

She.4s actually' not at ail:Sure hbw.well,ivrpetown students.
write, and-the thoughts of a new program emphasis are causing
her.to flsh back to the.days when sha h'ad.all she could.do to"

.

.

get.teach4rs to attend meetings about reading.- And, with-.
radied school closings, Lee is convinced:that,other prograM
changes will be more difficult to implement in,the future.
Lee is also worried about time. Along withal er other dutiesi,
she's under a lot of pressure to help-principals evaluate.
.teachers.

,

.
.

.4

It-'s early December in Freetown.
recommend to Lee?

What actions would you

mmmmomommormilw
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Handout #2-

One. Person's Definition of a
Writing Program

a

C,

Developed by
Jeffrey S Lucove

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS

Basic dements of a Writing Program
The recent emphasis on minimum competency testing and basic Skills
improvement has caused those of us responsible for curriculum
management (design, supervision, evaluation) to review our school
and:04trict writing programs. WO do this with an eye toward
resteturing what is to what should be. But on What basis, using
what driteria,7E67173 we make changes? A reasonable-starting
point is to answer the.question: What are the basic` elements of a
well-managed writing program? .The answer to this: question
provides uswith a common framework-from' which intelligent
management decisions emanate. With thiS'Iocus in mind, I
recommend that writing programs consist of six basic elementsil
A PHILOSOPHY;

A SET OF SKILLS;
A PEDAGOGICAL PROCESS:

SUPPORTING MATERIALS AND RESOURCES;

AN EVALUATION SYSTEM; AND
ON-GOING TEACHER TRAINING.

Element #1

A PHILOSOPHY

A program philosophy is the first essential ingredient in its
.._success. The philosophy of a -writing program should.be
established by those who instruct and supervise within the
program. It should reflect the beliefs that teacheri subscribe.to
concerning how students acquire writing skills and how these
skills.should be taught. It should include statements about why
the teachingof writing is important, who has the primary
responsibility for its instruction, and the relative position that
such instructiOn'ehoild-hold within the overall curriculum. A
writing-program philosoOly should be informed by ieewher
experiende coupLA with what is known from the literatnre of
composition.. 'It shoulii be the basis for decision making about the.
other elements of the writing programvand,it shOuldr of course,
be written for all to-see.
.

-

Element #2-ASETOFSKILLS
.

Educational programeare designed and managed. -based on the-belief
that students need to learn certain skills. Though the precise
skills repertoire is moot, we can all generally agree_that

students should beyable to exhibit facility with a number of
skills to be considered good writers. Traditionally the skills
identified as necessary .have included simple transcription, proper

grammaticalUsagei spelliag,syntactic -variety and fluency,
As managers of writing
organization, and sense of audience.
programs; we cans deal with this set of skills in one-6f Three-,
We can put-.the skills into a definitively.articulated scope
ways.
and sequence, We-an state the skills in the fort of 1')ehavioral,
objectives,' or. we' can describe the skills within the context of
desired types'of'writing'products.

Whichever ways) we choose to identify or specify. the set of
skills, all,wkiting program managers need 'to be aware of. three
First, writing skills shoUld not be taught in
important caveats.
isolation but rather as part of the total writing process. A.
fragmented approach produces students who are Capable-of passing
.quizzes and tests on particular skills, but are often incapable of
using those same skills in their writing:' Second, we need to
remember that children-display considerable variation in.language
Acquisition. An efficient skills element must include flexibility
of instruction.- Finally, managers. need to be careful that student
skills are not identified without subsequently-identifying teachet
skills necessary _for their instruction.-

Element # 3. A PEDAGOGICAL. APPROACH
Most (so-called) writing programs offer an easily identifiable
In-fact, within
constant- inconsistency of pedagbgical approach.
the span of his or.her'years in-public schools, the.classroom
student is often exposed to as many as, and sometimes more than,
twelve or thirteen different approaches to writing instruction!
end up
It is not altogether'surprising that most public schools
anaesthetizing their students' interest
I am not advocating that as writing program.managers, we. shOuld
insist on one-teaching strategy. I recommend a series of
alternative approachesto writing instruction.. I am suggesting
that the element ofa general pedagogical approach adds both
integrity and much.needed consistency to the writing. program.
pour
From the substantial body of information that continues to cull
forth concerning the teaching of writing, managers should
necessary to the pedagogical approach of a
what they feet
writing program. Certainly, enough information currently exists
to take a stand... Consider. these selected findings which
has borne
educational research, with varying. degrees of certainty,_
out:

The teaching of formal grammar has a negligible or,
because it usually displaces some instruction and
practice in actual composition, even a harmful effect on
the _improvement of writing;

41

students exposed to transformational sentence combining
will show significant°increases in syntacticfluency;

writing is basically a self-taught skill produced by
rewriting;
free writing time improves fluency;

-the first teachers of-compobition - by giving certain
descriptions of the composing process and by evaluating
the products of student writing by highly selective
criteria'- set rigid parameters to students' writing
behaviors; and

students accept criticism more easilyfrom peers than
from their teachers.
Findings svch as these, coupled with the philosophical element
described ealier, provide the manager with enough decision making
criteria for the pedagogical approach of the writing programs.

Element #4

SUPPORTING MATERIALS AND RESOURCES

We are bombarded by"the grow#1g and impressive.supply of
materials,. resources, ideas.and products available from commercial
In deciding which materials and resources to;select
publishers.
for the writing.program,,there are three important considerations.
First, we Should not allow the materials-and resources-to.become
the writing program itself! Quite often,. and.with the best'Of
intentions, we spend large sums of money to'"buy" writing
programs. The scenario runs somewhat like this. We feel pressUrefrom our staff, other administrators, or the greater:school
community to have a-Writing' program (whatever That mean$ to
them). Presentations -from commercial salespeople follow.
Eventually, we make a selection which inclUdea.a series of

textbooks for

specific grade 'levels -- each with a. teacher
edition, ,ditto masters,.workbooks, and evaluation instruments.

Teacherslpegin to Use these materials and voila.- Al. writing
program:-an excellent example showing thatthe part id indeed
equal to the.whOlel
A second co sideration when.selecting supporting-materials and,,
resources4,- the .extent. to which ':their focus Ox_emphasis is in
agreeMn.t.44.th .other elements of the writing program,:

For

example, if one of the'philosophical:poditions.is-that
/improves by writing, then one would not expect to'find studenIts
spending the bulk of their time with a workbook series, that
If
requires'them.to complete a stream-of worksheets
most
of their own
pedagogical element calls for students-to choose
COmpositionitextthat
asks
topics for_writing assignments, then a
would
be
incongruous.
all student's to write on a similar topic

Finally, when we make decisions for-this important element of the
writing,program,.we should remind. ourselves once again that
teacher deyeloped materials and-resources, or their adaptations of
Teachers know
existing materials, are still the most effective.
They
understand
what
it
takes
to
move
them from
their students.
one point to the next. In addition, it is human.nature for them
to feel more ownership and:comfort with 'their own materials and
resources.

Element #5

AN EVALUATION SYSTEM

Evaluation is feedback - information for growth and change.
Within the context of a writing program there are four areas of
the-student, the teacher, individual lessons or units
evaluation:
of instruction, and the overall progiaftritseif. In choosing or
developing appropriate yardsticks -for each of these areas, there
What-information
are. certain questions that need to be answered
concerning growthend change is important? What criteria should
be eMployed for assessment? Who should be responsible for the
.evaluation?
Baseline information about a student's - writing skills is
This information is easily'arrived at tydiagnosing an
essential.
Such a process will prove extremely
initial writing sample
useful to student's and teachers becauSe it will allow them to
identify what goals seem reasonable to set for a marking period or
a year's instruction.' This-type. of diagnostic' evaluatlon.should
__be repeated three to four times during the school year--

A second`type of st6dent evaluation is that used for indiviC,ual
writing assignments. Here the,feedback can.be formal or. informal
and may be-provided by the teachers, peers, or the student himself
or herself. There is no'particular need for every example of
student-writing to receive evaluation. .There will be times when
the act of -writing is all that is desired. However, often
evaluation takes place, and whatever the choices are for giving
such feedbaCkj it is importantthat the scheme for formative
evaluation be in keeping with the other. program..elements...

When students are approaching the end-ofthe year's work, a final
Again, the choice of
or summative'evaluation should take place
instruments' will depend on the skills and objectives.of the
While much has been written des,:ribing the range of
course.
techniques which can be_used to-evaluate individual studentS' in a
writing program, little attention has been given-to assessing the
Certainly., individUal
Performance of the teacher'of
student results shedsome light on "how the teacher is doing."
Informal feedback is readily available from the student /teacher
-writing conference, a method encouraged by a number_of authorities ,
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Far those whose curiosity and risk taking run' high,
formal student questionnaires can be developed.

.in the field.

In-attempting to evaluate individual lessons, units, and the
overall program, teachers and supervisors should rely on randOm
samples-Of student writing. The overriding goal for this level of
evaluation is the improvement of instruction.

Element # 6 - ON-GOING TEACHER TRAINING
There are two conditions whiCh strongly suggest that ongoing
(1) the
teacher training be a basic element of a writing program:
great.ffajotity of teachersof writing feel that they are ill
prepared for th!s important task and (2)..the great majority of
teachers of writing will ptobably.be in the field for some time to
come.

When the National Council of Teachers of English surveyed its
membership to find out how confident they felt to instruct in
writing, two-thirds responcid that they did not feel confident.
And with_little wOnder. Pre-service preparation in the pedagogy
of writing has been, and is, notoriously shallow. Historically, a
course7or. two/of freshman .compositian, and possibly an advanced
course, have been the-mainstay of teacher training in this'pivotal
area ofthe'curriculum. How many of,your teachers-have had
specialized training to instruct writing? And yet, we:expect them
to turn out competent writers.
.

We don't have to search.muchbeyond our school or district to know
that the.teacherpopulation has become extremely stabilized. Few
people are moving into the field, and even fewer are' leaving it.
Therefore, afthough_pre-service preparation in composition is in
drastic'need'of change, it is in- service training which rightfully
deserves our attention. This is 'one time when we need to,
concenttgte on teaching the existing staff Some new tricks.
As managers of curriculum, we must generate in-service prograins
and curriculum projects to develop the skills of our respective
We- must.provide,them with the additional training they
faculties:.
need to feel confident to handle: the difficult task of:tea-Ching
writing.. Thig.commitment will pro'vide'a forum for teachers to
develop philosophy, exchange ideas and' techniques, and promote awriting prograthle7-most-needed-ingredient-consi*tency.
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Handout #3

Lee Quill Planning Worksheets
In the first column, list _any activities that might help
improve Lee's program.- At this point do not worry about time
or resource limitations. When-you-fInish,, add any.resources
.

neede&to complete the activity successfully.
Resources Needed to
Complete Activities

Activities

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS4 p.-

Handout #4

ssues That Everyone Is Talking About
DIRECTIONS:

14

Circle the number that best describes your
(NOTE:
opinion about the following issues.
There is no right or..wrong answer.)

Writing is a skill that will soon be.obsolete.
1

5

4

2

disagree

agree
2!

The major problem with student writing is mechanics.
1

2

3

5

4

disagree

agree
3.

Part of every teacher's evaluation should be on how
well he or she teaches writing.
1

.2

3

4

agree
4:

Spelling should be taught separately .from writing.
1

.2

3

5

4-

disagree

agree

5.'

5

disagree

Of all the basic skills,, writing is the least
understood.
1

2

4

disagree

agree

6. .To-be- a rt:spopsible.evaluator . of writing; ateacher

must identify ell'errors.
1-

agree

2

4_

5
clisagr-ee-

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS
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7.

Every student should write a term paper bdfore he ,)r
she leaves high school.
2

1

-5.

ditagree

agree
E.

Most teachers have the skills to teach. writing.
2

1

agree
9.

5.
disigree

4

3

-

If a teacher teaches grammar
teaching writing.
1

he or she is not
5

2

disagree

agree:

10. Of all the basic skills, writing is the hardest to
manage.
1

5

2

disagree

agree

11. When local schools aren't doing their job, the state
should step in.
5

1-

disagree

agree

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS
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AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON WRITING FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

Let's face it, as an administrator, your energies-are,
You would like to have the,time to
predictably scattered.
keep.up-with your reading, but yOu do not. Now, as a result
of state policies for basic skills improvement, you are being
asked to. assess and restructure writing programs. What you
need is a group. of readings, brief to' be sure,whiOh_ will
provide you with an, overview of the current issuesHiand trends
surrounding.the instruction, evaluation, and research of
I

yritilig skills.
A-

The following bibliography. .has.been put together for.this
Th6se selections were chosen forithree
Precise purpose.
principal_qualities: readability, assessability, .and' the
summatiVeilature,of their contents. They should provide you
with a reasonable foundation for.building a personal,
knowlydge base concerning the (coordination?) issuesassociated with writing programs.

*The Best Short Statement on the State of the Art in Writing
Instruction
"Writing:Inttruction,".
Update, June, 1981.

Nancy S. Olson, ASCD Curriculum

In a brief article,. Nancy. S. Olson tells uswhat's to be
learned from four :urrent ta:iJr research projects and
irom four exemplary writing programs. An excellent_
overview of issues and resources.
;

*For Administrators Who Only Have Time .o Read. One Book-Length
Work on Writing; Read
.

.

An Informal Guide to Writing
Nonfiction, William Zinsser, Harper and Row, 1980.
On Writing_ Well:

'Zinsser entertains as he instructs. This 150-page book
may at times disagree with what your Eglist teacher
taught you.- Its full of common sense and full- of
examples.

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS

*The Best Book. to Keep on Your Desk

The Elements of Style, William Strunk, Jr. and E. B..
White, MacMillan Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1979
(Third Edition).
-

The New York Times calls this book "timeless." It's.also
brief direct., and easy to use. Its major. sections cover
usage, compOSiiion; form, misused.words and expressions,
and some rules of style.
*The Best Piece of Information .to Send Home

"How to Help Your Child Become a.Better Writer," National
Council of-Teachers of-_Anglish Spring, 198l..
This leaflet lists tenAhings for parents to. do at home
-support. of school writing,
and ten activities_
P7grams. Up to 14 are free.
*The-Be St Articles /Eooks an Correcting Student Papers
How to Handle the Pap2s_L2p,d, .Gene Stanford, editor,Nation \l Council of:Teachers of English, 1979.

Here are\27 articles to help yOur teachers to cut' down
their piles of papers and continue to teach writing well ,.
at the same tine.

Measure for Measure. A Guideline for Evaluating
Students' Expository Writing, Norman C. Najimy, editor,
National,Council of Teachers of Lnglish, 1981.

Twenty-two teachera from all levels of instruction in
Ber%shire County, Massacbusetts, have developed a,
guidebook for teachers'in all subject areas. Its 32
pages describe and demonstrate evaluation techniques.
is concrete, clear, and practical.

------

,wasENailes

It
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*The Best Source of Good. Writing Assignments
.

Strategies for Teaching the Composition Process, Carl
Koch and James M. Brazil, National Council of Teachers of

.

:

:nglish,
1978.
E
,

.

1'
)1

.

This book present*Lstudent-centered group strategies for.
teaching writing. 'It is divided into four sections:
helping students overcome their fear.of writing; helping
students generate topics for writing; teaching students
how to form and structure their ideas: and helping
students edit and proofread.their writing. Two
.
appendices deal with evaluating writing.

*hstilqlE/211E1211:212.11,Ettaal Staff Should Read. and
Discuss

.

The Craft of Writing, Lucy MCCormick Calkins,. Teacher,
November/December; 1980.
-Lucy McCormick Calkinia of the UniVersity of. New Hampshire,
Writing. Lab "shows,'not tells" how a wonderful third
grade writing program looks and sounds.

Perspectives 'on Writing in Grades 1-8, Shirley
Haley-James, Editor, Natibnal Council of Teachers of
English, 1981.

This collection should bring you up to date on the
research and practice.in the teaching of elementary
Writing, The articles include: "Twehtieth-Century
Perspectives on Writingdn Grades One Through'.Eight,"
"Classroom Teachers! Reports on Teaching Written
Composition," "A Functional Writing Program for the
Middle Grades," "Romahce Precedes Precision: Recommended
Classroom Teaching Practices,"_and "A District-Wide Plan
for the Evaluation of Student Writing."

11,
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*Articles Every Secondary School Staff Should Read and Discuss
Writing in the Secondary School: English and-the Content
Areas, Arthur Applebee, National Council ofTeachers of'.
English, Research Report No. 21 5,
This research report describes what is -really going on' in.'secondary classrooms -- in all subject .areas,---7-'as
"Applebee suggests direttions
students. learn to write.

for the improvement cfPwritipginstruction =- including a
major
shift oeemPhasis-in assigned writing-- and
avenues for future research"Eight Approaches to Teaching Composition, Timothy R.
Donovan and Ben W. McClelland, editors, National-Council
of Teachers of English, 1980.

A series of clearly written articles that discuss how
lot more
This book
good writing happens.
theoretical than otlj,rs on the listbut is a widely
recommended sumtaryof the best recent .thinking in the
field.
*The' Best Book for Writing in- the' Content :Areas

Writing for Results: -kSourdebooksof Consequential
Composing Activities; Marlene Ecardamalia, Carl Bereitek
and.Bryant Fillion; Open Court; LaSal-le;Illi.nois,- 1981..
.

This is a 6seful.book conta-innTmore than 50 tested
Each activity
activities for improvirig student'writing.
lists its aim, how to organize instruction, special
..
.materials. needed, the preparation and execution,
consequences. and feedback, examples, variations, and
applications in a writing program in other subject areas.
All your teachers will want a copy.
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*The Best Article on Grammar

,

"TWenty-one Kicks at the Grammar Horse," Ian S. Fraser,
and Lynda:M. Hodson English Journal,:December,.:.l978.
.

.

Fraser and Hodson answer the key questions:
What is
grammar?, Why should it be taught? How should it be
-taught?

You'll probably want to quote them.
-*The Best Annotated Bibliography

NCTE Catalo 1981-1982, Professional Publications for the
Teachers of -English.and the Language Arta, National
Council of Teachers of English.:

.

The NCTE catal.Og.lists and2desccibes 250 publications,
most of which are published by the council.
Others have
been recommended by the NCTE Editorial Board of .the NCTE
Committee to 'Review,Publica,tibns of Affiliates.
Selectiods range from booklists to- policy and position
statements, from books and papers to cassettes and.
literary maps.
9
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COORDINATING A WRITING PROGRA:

DIRECTION;:

CRITICAL FUNCTIONS

The lists below were created in an, effort to organize the activities the coordinator
of a writing program might/should do,, They provide sample activities
and outcomes
in three categories: planning, organzing and controlling,
and evaluating,. Please
eliminate or modify those that do not seem appropriate and add functions/activities
c' that have been

eft out,

Sample Outcomes

Sample Activities

Functions

A

Schedule

Planning

staff meetings and administra-

desvelopment of plans for future.

tive meeting's.

Create ,master calendar with dates

)

'Awareness of key events and approaching.
deadlines.

and deadlines.

Collect input

Common understanding of problems and

rom staff on priority

Staff involved in goal 'andriOrity
Administrator has important'

of school's/department's Oals and

setting.

objectives,

data,

Determine And disseminate short, range

All staff are aware of the immediate

Wile to two month) program goals.

priority.

Determine and diSseminate current

Staff aware of the goals and objectives

school yeat'sloals and objectives:

for year.

peterminejhe.iformdtion' needs of

All:groups supplied with relevant

Ahe community, central office, and

information,.

guidance departments and deVefop
plan to Obtain'and disseminate
necessary informatiOn.

COORDINATING A WRITING PROGRAM:

CRITICAL FUNCTIONS

Sample Activities

Functions

Organizing/

Create'a writing program resource

Monitoring

center in school or department.

Sample Outcomes

Teachers have access to materials.-

Review teachers' plans to determine
if appropriate, conSidering,shOrt

Teacher activities reflect department's/
,

school's,philosOphy.

term and year long goals.

Create opportunities for students''''

Motivation for students to produce high

writing to be reviewed/read by

quality writing.

,widest possible, audience..

Duplicate and circulate articles that

Staff informed regarding new direction

might beof interest to individuals

issues, developments in writing.

./

or the school staff as a whole,

Encourage attendance at conferences

Staff informed regarding new direction,

and' encourage sharing-of ideasi

issues, de(lelopments in writing,
A

Determine what? materials are re-

Adequate materials will be on hand or,

quired and monitor materials' use.

at least, staff aware when shortages:
are..predicted,

Provide staff-development based on
teacher request and/or program need.

.

Staff has skills to meet department's/.
'school's goals.

Encourage peerobservation/team teaching.
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COORDINATING A WRITING PROGRAM:

Functions

Sample Activities'

valuating

CRITICAL FUNCTIONS

Sample Outcomes.

Determine if department's/school's goals

Teachers have clear goals and adminis -,

are being achieved.

trator 'has. reason/basis for evaluation':

Evaluate students' writing to obtairi in-

Develop objective- information about

formation to fill needs:of community,

strengths and weaknesses of writing

central office, staff, and guidance

prOgram based on evaluation of product.

department.

Solicit community input on the quality

Administrator has sense of how the communi-

of student's writing.

ty views program and can 21an
appropriately.

Review state's basic skills law.

Administrator determines if
program is in compliance with
state law.

.r
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Program Planning Worksheets

Activities

Resources Needed

to Complete Activities

Priority

Order

Person Responsible

Due

Date
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Handout #8
Assignment:.

et

A 6th grade class read three articles
on the history of flying.. They discusspd'eaCh article and decided on teT.ic sentences. Each student then wrctc
a paper using the tocic-sentences as
the beginning of each paragraph.
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Handout #9

Analytical Scoring: An Overview
Analytical scoring is the close reading of all components of
It provides opportunities for teachers to help
papers.
students develop as better writers.
Analytical scoring examines:
Content
Organization
Sentence, structure

Punctuation

Spelling
Strengths and weaknesses
We score analytically when we:

Mark spelling errors

.`

Insert punttuation marks

Call attention to the need for
transitional phrases
Correct dn,error in agreement
o

=Point out that an idea is vague,
an expression is trite, or a
paragraph is disorganized

anmINOMIM11.
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Handout #10

ASSIGNMENT:

Describe a favorite place of yours. Use sensory
aetails to help your readers picture thii place in
their minds.
My.Favorite Place
O

In my opinion a great'place is the Big. Discount store. Me and
my friends go therea lot. I could even live there because its
You see.shoppers.shove and push to.grab bargains,
like.a dream.

.

girls straiten. counters one minute and the-next'minute it looks
And by the looks on their eyes you could see
messier than before.
they want:to yell or faint.

The best day to go to the Big D is when they have a sale, like
the.E0M sale. EOM stands for end-of-the-month. You see shoppeis
sho4eling and pushing. Actually fighting soLletimes. Its an
exciting place.
There's another reason-why I think Big Discount is one of my
favorite places, tnat is the beauty of many ;,things there,Things
are arranged neat and clean, rows of red,. yellow, and white towels
clown one isle, shelves of shiny silver and sparkly glasi gifts
down another isle, and rows and rows of unwrinkled clothes and .a
long display of fishing rods set up like a tent roof over one

isle.You could stand there and look at/the place all day long.
before it gets messed up by the bargain Shoppers'.
One more.thing 4sthe pet department. They have.lots of

different kinds of pets.

You just want to stand there and look at'

them.

Now thiss not ap.advertieement for the Big D because my
father works tnerel-its just because I likt,theyplace..

From:

MEASURE FOR MEASURE:

A Guide for Evaluating Students' Writim
created by a team of teachers'in.the
Pittsfield Region. -Sponsored by'the.
Massachusetts Department of Education.
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Describe'a favorite place of yours. Use sensory
details to help your readers picture this place
in their minds.
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MEASURE FOR MEASURE:

A Guide for Evaluating Students' Writing
Created ;ly a team of teachers-in the
Sponsored by the
Pittsfield Region'.
Massachusetts Department of Education.
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Handout #12

9

HOLISTIC SCORING:

AN OVERVIEW

3/

Holistic scoring means reading and scoring a paper on the
total effect of _the first impression.
How is holisitc scoring done?
A scoring team reads and analyzes a
writing assignment topic.`
The team.analyzes,a sample-range of paperr.;.
The team establishes a set of standards
for judging compositions as:
4) superior
3) good
2). fair
1). poor

2-3evaluators read and score each paper.,
0.

.If scorer, are

(1/2, 2/3,

3/4) or identical, they are added
to give a total.
,:.
.

-If scores are discrepant -(l/I, 2/4,
1/4), they are-given to a-third
reader-who .decides the-score.

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS

ANALYTICAL AND i1OLISTIC SCORING OF WRITING:
ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES Or. EACH

Holistic Scoring'

Analytical Scoring

whole.prOdUcti

Precise criteria make deciding

Criteria treat ,writing as

correctness relatively easy,

rather than as a set, of sep, rate components,

The components, are therefore considered simul-

.identification of particular components

taneously.

which an individual student

((Tr

Having more than one evaluator score each paper

needs to work onois facilitated.,

leads.to a fairly accurate'assessment'of a

scorer may address specific comments

student's overall writing ability.

about a particular composition to the
During the-pre-scpfing sessions evaluators have

.writer of that paper.

opportunities to gain new insightsjAto,writing

Analysit,orcomponents of a composition

through discutsion of strenqtht,and weaknegset

is time- consuming;

of sample papers
about writing.

and through sharing of ideas
These insights are often carried.

over intoclaSsroom teaching practices.

Using a standard set of criteria for
:evaluating 411=.papers may be over-

Emphasis is usually plaCed on strengths of a

restrictive,

paper:,

6SC2riing is. done by one evaluator, so no

opportunity is offerOctb scorers to gain

neWJnsights,through

prescorinq.

sessions.

Many papers may be read and scored in relatively
short time,
0,

Emphasis is often placed on flaws rather

There'is no opportunity for an evaluator to

than strencithsof .a paper.

address specific comments about a particular
composition to the writer-

Adapted from flask Skills Assessment:
.

Manual for Scoring the Writinn Simple,

Pub I ishrTby EducatTo a.) Test i'nq

iTire
n.

0
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Assessing and Restructuring

Writing Programs
Some Practical Guidelines for. Administrators

Developed by
Jeffrey S. Lucove
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Assessing and Restructuring Writing Programs
Some Practical Guidelines for Administrators.
The passing of basic skills improVement policies'brings new
demands and 'opportunities lor coordinators and supervisors of
curriculum.
One of.the more challenging prospects. of this new
mandate is the assessment and. restructuring of writing programs.
Three conditions exist which will make these, tasks particularly
difficult: most administrators lack proper knowledge and'
experience in this area; most_ researchers generally feel insecure
regarding the pedagogy of writing; and there is an intrinsic
resistance toward. program change within public schools.
Realization of these conditions suggest three practical guidelines:
develop a personal knowledge base
o

plan and carry out a collaborative state-of-the-art
project; and
employ a concerns-based approach to curriculum change.

Develop a Personal. Knowledge flaw
How much do you know about writing programs,:the pedagogy
writing, .or howStudentsdevelop their writing skills? Before'
embarking on a course to assess the restructure of your school ordistricts writing program, you should.first develop a knowledge
base of the research and issues surrounding this pivotal area of
the curriculum. The. information contained in "Basic Element's of a
Writing.ProT:am4 and."An Annotated Bibliography on,Writing for
School Administrators," included in this resource .manual provide
you with a.good beginning toward building this knowledge base.
Additionally, you should do as many of the following as, you have
time for:

Select and read publication's from the National Council of
Teachers of English. .Look particularly at their guidelines
for basic skills writing programs 'and at the various
-Samples of- curriculum guides reviewed by their panel of
experts in writing instruction.
.

Initiate meetings with.colleagues to discuss common
concerns about writing programs.
Seek out and talk with teachers from your building or
within your district who have reputations for being
They may have, or can
outstanding instructors of writing.
direct you .tc5, 'articles and/or books on the various

elements of writing programs.
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Investigate and attend selected. writing conferences and
workthops sponpored.by professional organizations orsponsored by your state's departmentof education.

flan and Carry Out a Collaborative State-of-the

Art

Project

If .we wish to be systematic in our plans for improving. basic
skills writing programs, we. must begin by answering the
question: _How are we currently teaching writing skills? To
gather and sort the information needed to answer this question,_
an assessment process must be established.. And to help the
chinCes for successful adoption of any program changes,
administrators must enlist the support of those ultimately.
responsible for the implementation of any changes -- the
teachers.

The departmentchairperson or curriculum coordinator working
in, collaboration with those responsible for the instruction of
writing skills, should produce.a:state-of-the-art.report
describing the .existing school or district writing program. To
prepare-such a:report, two imppriant ingredients-are ,requiredl
a framework from which ,to make judgments of "what-ie and
measurement and other inquiry. tools.
A framework for looking at present programming can be found in
-rlEhtsic Elements of a Writing Program." A-simple checklist
augmented bydescriptions of each element, should suffice.
Results from that effortcan be complemented by 'a teacher
questionnaire focused on meihOdOlogical approaches and
emphasis. Additional tasks that might be considered are:,
Reviewing a variety of, curriculum guides for
writing skills,. These guides may be obtained from
the NatiOnal Council of Teachers of Englishcbr,
could be requested.from other school districts.
Reviewing the state's 'objectives for basic skills.
in writing.

Reiiewing selected commercial materials.

Reviewing in-nouse.curriculum packets and
teacher - developed materials.
O

Identi'L,Illy where overlap and 'discontinuity of

writing instruction exists.,
_Attending selected workshops. or conferencei..

Developing and admir"tering a student
questionnaire.
.Deciding on specific program changes.
0

Developing a time line for implementatior
suggested changes.

EMploy a Concerns-Based Approach to Curriculum Change

.

You do not haye to be intricately familiar with theliterature
on planned change to understand that it is a delicate process
Schools are often highly resistant to change.' There
at best.
are, however, certain steps .or ,strategies which planners.can
utilize to 'reduce the fear and cynicism often associated with
Since most teachers are,not very
the change process.
comfortable with teaching writing to,begin with, a
particularly
collaborative state-of-the-art approach
important when attempting to restructure this area of
BUt beyond the assessment stage, administrators
instruction.
must employ'a concerns -based approach to cUrritulum change.
this requires certain assumptions regarding change as a
phenomenOn:1
1.

Change is a process, not an event

2.

change is.accomplished by individuals, .not
institutions;

3.

change is a highly personal experience:. and
0

4.

'Change .entails developmental growth.in. both
feelings about and skills in using new programs.

Belief in these assumptions suggest that efforts to restructure
writing programs 'hould include the. following activities:
--

establishing reasonable inservide 'and release time
schedules for teachers to.develop new skills;

staggering'program changes to be consistent with
preparatibriffor such changes:
1-Susan F. Loucks and Harold-Pratt. "A Concerns-Based
Approath to'.CurritulUm Change.". Educational Leadership 37
212 -216.
(December,1979):
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.

providing a variety of formats, for teachers to
express their feelings a:,1 concerns regarding
changes as they are taking place-and are being
planned;

gearing training tO varying levels of teacher
expertise;

staggering evaluation procedures over an
acceptable time frame; and
involving teachers in developing evaluation
criteria and instruments;

01-
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Training instructiot,3
JilINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS is a workshop designed to help
,inistrators develop or refine their school system's
writing L.)rog:a.m.
Its focus is on program management,
organization, and evaluation within the framework of
state's basic skills regulations. ADMINISTERING WRT
PROGRAMS is not a workshop on the teaching of writing.
Rather, it provides the format, materials, and activities to
conduct a workshop for superintendents, principals,
department chairpeople, and language arts or basic skill
coordinators who have major.: esponsibility,for program
improvement.
.

:Included in the training packet are. agendas for a one-day
workshop and a two-day work shop.
The activities or modules
are organized.to create an-awareness Of the critical elements.
of a writing program, to develop an administrator's skill in
writing program implementation, and to Adentify writing'
program. resources. The workshop is activity oriented, so
that participants will "learn by doing" and return to their
schools with practical plans -and ideas for-improving writing.
.

Effective workshops just. don't happen; they are well:planned,
carefully. conducted and evaluated. The key to success is to
remember that- there is no substitute for good-organization.
.

Some tips to remember for conducting-workshops are:
Plan the agenda -well in advance.
unexpected participants.

Allow for additional

Have the workshop properly publicized (agenda, place.
of meeting, time, etc.).
.Develop a'list of participants which - includes their
titles, phone numbers, and addresses. Hand out the
list at the workshop.

. Check the. facilities for the workshop. The
arrangement of tables, chairs,,etc. can be very
important. The environment should be comfortable.
Keep the registration table away from the door to
avoid crowding and to encourage participants to take
seats.

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS
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This skanual was developed under contract with the
Northeast Regional Exchange, Inc.
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public sectors. Bervices previded.by The NETWORK are-ones in
Which the client 14 in control of the change.or improveMent
apedifically, The NETWORK helps `clients to _define their
problems, carry out the solutions, make adjustments, and evaluateIndiyidualized-training..is developed to help people
practice:and impIementnew ideas and teChniqUes.
liffort.
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.

Northeast Regional Exchange
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Chelmsford, MA 01824
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O

The northeast RegiOnal Exchange, Inc. (NERE20.is a service agency

What seeks to proMote educational improvement through sharing of
information and resources omong'the-seven states of the
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training through IMO(' Departments of Education within the region,
NB= services local school districts and other organizations: with
Vested interest' inAthe improvement of education and human
ilervices for children and adults. UZBEK utilizes the resources of
other regional and national research, Aevelopmeriti'and service
DiganiLations by linking into existing educatiOnaLnetworts.and
brokering services of .those organizations within the region.,
IhroUgh =REX, states ere able to expand their available resource
base and work through regional sharing efforts toward program
improvement.

J. Lynn Griesemei, Executive Director
Larry Vaughan, Dissemination Specialist
Douglas Fleming, Resource Facilitator
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For additional copies of this handbook, or for information
on training or consultation in-theareas of administering,
evaluating or implementing writing programs, contact:
John Collins
The NETWORK, Inc.
290 South Main Street
Andover, MA 01810
(617) 470-1080

or-

Douglas Fleming
Northeast Regional Exchange
101 Mill Road
Chelmsford, MA .01824
(617) 256-3987
-
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Suggestions for Using The Writing Folder in the Classroom

A composition folder can be used in a number of ways to
complement; focus, and strengthen a teacher's writing program.
The following notes indicate three levels of use ranging from the
most superficial to the most integrated and sophisticated. As
teachers gain experience with a folder, they find themselves
moving from one level to the next, gradually realizing more and
more of a folder's potential to help their students become
Successful writers..

LEVEL

1:

Record Keeping

At this level of use, students see their folders only at the end
They may review their collected compositions;
of the school year.
select those pieces of writing that they want to represent their
work for the year;. and, in consultation with their teacher, rate
their progress on each Skill listed for thel,r grade.
Beginning in grade 4, many teachers make a practice of having
students assess their own writing-skills on'a sequential skills"
Each student then. discusses his or her skill profile
profile.
with the teacher, who corroborates-the selfassessment or
Indicates neeaed changes. The 'resulting profile is then recorded
and included in the folder. Teachers who make'use of'this
practlice report that it helps students to gain a clearer sense of
the skills as they are actually used in their writing;

°

Even the relatively superficial use -of a composition fOlder has
Most
important benefits for students, and their writing.
obviously, the folder s'a powerful signal;that writing is an
important and valOed part of the school curriculum; in many
classrooms writing has taken on a new sigi.4ficahce and has been
crowded school day in response .to this
allotted more of .t.
Students also benefit fr:Om having the opportunity to
signal.
review theirwork from previous years.: The annual distribution of
folders can stimulate students' interest in their own growth and
prpgress as writers.

'LEVEL

2:

Curriculum Sequence

In addition to their record-keeping function, folderscan be used
as important curriculum planning guides:

One of the major principles underlying a folder's skill
organization is that the number of skills introduced in any grade
must be.manageable for the student of average ability. By way of
contrast, most language arts textbook series introduce all -- or
certainly most --.of the. skills of writing early in a child's
scnool career; subsequent volumes in a series usually 'o little
but repeat the same set of skills through more complicated°
materials and examples. The skills remain essentially the same,
year after year, as the student works through the series. Largely
because of this organizing principle, younger students, in
particular, often find'a textbook-based ski 1 program simply
bewildering.
Far too many skills are introduced and, while the
text may explain them thoroughly and logically, the student too..`
otten is frustrated by the expectation that he or she master all
of the skills simultaneously.
This problem is virtually eliminated when a composition folder is
developed and used to determine the.skills which are to be
Used as a curriculum guide, the skills
introduced in each grade.
list in the folder for each grade defines.the instructional agenda
Unlike,standard language arts textbooks, no effort
f':ir.the-year.
.single yearlrather,
should be made to cover all skills
teachers should focus only On those few specific skills assigned
to a grade. As they move.through the grades, students are exposed
to a coherent and developmental skill sequence, a sequence
designed to foster;a sense of competence, not frustration.
A composition folder should introduce skills in reasonable numbers
Students are expected to retain mastery of.the
for each grade.
skills introduded in earlier years and to focus their attention on
a small number of new skills. Because writing skills are
introduced so gradually, students have every chance to master them
before moving onto the increased expectations of the following
grade.

LEVEL 3: Instructional Practices
A composition folder realizes its fullest potential-When it
used in conjunction with a-set of specific instructional
techniques. i3 detailed-below, these techniques have two
important traits in common;

is.

they help teachers to individualize their interactions
wich students so that each member of the',glass isworking
on a skill area which is appropriate for his/her level.'of
achievement, and
they help students to focus their attention on one
specific skill as'it is used in their writing and, by
doing so, to promote genuine mastery of that skill.
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The fOur practices described in the following pages. rest on the
periodic use of a writing skill profile.

The skill profile is stap:ed on the inside of a manila folder
which contains the student's current writing. Approximately
once each month the student reviews his .or her ratings on the
protile.and, in consultation with the teacher, revises the
profile to reflect his or her most recent level of achievement.

Editing

AA.

Stuaents shoUld be encoraged-to perceive the process of
writing as consisting pf three distinct-phases:
Generating a first draft. The purpose here is to commit
ideas to paper; to put down as much information as comes
to mind about'a topic', with only loose regard to matters
of form and correctness.

.

In this phase, attention should pe
.Shaping and revising.
given., to adding details, organizing paragraphs, and
ensuring-that the, paper. flows in a coherent direction.
This phase focuses on issues of rhetoric and style.
Editing and' proofreading the final draft.' The final phase
is concerned with the conventions of "correct" usage and
mechanics. During. this phase the student checks spelling,
makes sure that punctuation is accurate, and polishes the
draft to its final form.

Unfortunately, a great many students do not understand this
process.. .Some attempt to write fully edited, error-free
drafts, and typically produce stilted and artificial sounding
Other students do not-'have a clear ,sense of' what
compositions.
the conventions of usage and mechanics are and hand in papers
filled with
Both types of students need, first, to learn the general
process of writing outlined above. Then, as the last step in
the writing process, students should consult their, most. recent
skill profile, and check their work for all pf the'skills which
The-skill profile should-not,be consulted
they have. mastered.
before' the final draft is being polished; nor should the final
draft be submitted to the teacher.witheithis focused
attention to those skills which the student has undei control.
Students must be responsible for editing their work for correct
use of these skills, or else the teaches. will gain all they
editing practice!

B.

Correcting- Papers

One of the most frustrating aspects of teaching students to
write is tnat they persist in making exactly the same types of
Indeed, :many twelfth grade
errors in paper after paper.
students commit precisely the Same errors they had'made in
grade 3; these errors have persisted despite the dedicated
efforts of teachers who have corrected them hundreds -possibly thousands -- of times.
Why shOuld this be? Lone. major reason students fail to apply
basic.skills and to eliminate.errors from their writing is that
they nave not had the'oppoitunity to see that their errors fall
into a small number of patterns. Students often believe that
their errors are random events, and many'despair of. ever
controlling the mysterious forces .rules -- which dictate
matters of correctness.
As difficult as it may be_to believe, ,conscientious teachers
may contribute to this sense of confusion and. bewilderment
Figure 1 presents
through their correction of student, writing.
a thoroughly corr64ted paper written by a fifth grader. For
this student to learn from the teacher's corrctions would take
an enormouseffort. Even sUppoSing that the student could
"fix".all the errors in a revision, he or she most likely would
not gain any understanding of the few, relatively simple rules
which underlie most of this paper's problems`:' In short, this
type of correction does not supply the students with an
instructional agenda forgrowth. If it.accompliahes anything,
this type of correction probably is most effective in
convincing the Student that,mastery of writing skills-is well
beyond his/her grasp.
:

.
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ing papers in this fashion,
Recognizi ng the futility of correct epresehted in Figu re:2, of
may teac ners 'adopt the practice, , general comments are
making no Corrections at all, Here
Ironically, thi s type of
substitut ed for speCific Correcting tcomirc9 noted abov e:
the
response surfers froM the same shor th.
such
e,
of
the absenc
s 4iVen na agenda for grow e to. In
student
"careless
make the same
an agenda the student will contit or sheh.as not bee n 'Oven
he
Mistakes" in paper after paper;
old making those'e rrors
any help- in understanding' how to_av
Yhich tde teacher keeps -noting.,

Figure 2

A thiTd.way of responding to student writing is depicted in Figure
Here the teacher deliberately 'focuses on only one error soas
3.
to reveal a pattern to the student; in turn, the student., can focus
on. this pattern and eliminate: one broad set of errors from his or
her writing. Later, the teacher will also attend to tense
consistency, the apostrophe,.and quotation marks. -- three areas
whiCh account,for most of the temaihing errors in this student's
.writing.

This third type ,of respotise, single skill correction, allows the
student to see rtat his or her writing has a finite number o.f
problems; throug use 'of the skill profile the teacher can ,show

the stuaent tnat he or shejlas to work on only a limited number of
o
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in this case four. The teachet's message to the
student is one of both hope and direction. The teacher and
student both know the skills which need attention a'nd know,
further, tnat these skills constitute a. manageable agenda. By
addressing one skill at-a time, the teacher allows the student to
focus full-attention direttly on that one skill. Once a skill has
been mastered, the student is responsible for maintaining control
over tnat skill (see,previous sedtion), while -a new.area receives
exclusive instructional attention.
skill :areas,

Patents may be confused if their children bring home
Teachers have
compositions corrected around a single skill focus.
found tnat-a note to parents, explaining the system and outlining
the skills students will be learning, does.much to allay-concerns
and to foster confidence in the. school's writing program.
Note:

(J1
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Figure 3

Beginning in the middle grades, the teacher need not and sh9pld
not be the only source of help for the student who is focusing on
Typically, other students
a single skill in his or her writing
they
constitute
a potentially
have already mastered-the skill;
rich source of help that is too often ignored in the classroom,'T

Before the teacher corrects a student's paper Concerning a single
skill, the student should have the paper reviewed and edited by a

peer whO has demonstrat9d a command of that skill. Peer
assistance does not. take place spontaneously; however, nor is dt
much help for a teacher simply to urge_. students to review their
work with each other. IP foster genuine and effective per
assistance, specific practices must be introduced J..-the classroom
and used regularly.

Possibly the most effective syttem involves the use of a
teacher-Made device very much like a wall-mounted cloth shoe
Each pocket is labeled with the name of a writing skill.
nOlder.
The names of-students proficient in each skill are written on
strips of oaktag and placed in, the appropriate pocket. Before
handing the paper in to the teacher, the-student consults the
pocket for the skill on which he or she is working and has 'fin
'

editing.cOnferfen.Ce with one of those students whose. name appears
in-the pocket. Teachers report that even their most
'_skrll-deticient student's achieve impressive growth through this
sytem.

D.

Writing in the Content.

Areas

By grade 7; most st.idents have left self-contained classrooms and
entered a departrantalized structure. Here they typically are
taught by four or more adults. A great deal of writing may be
required by the English teacher, as well as by the teachers of
social studies and science.
1.1,nfortunately, student.S-often see little connection between the

Writing:skills they study in English and the writing they produce
their other subjects; further, the socl..1 studies teacher's
,-;coMpAbSitiOn corrections may have no connection with the skills
students are attempting to master in their English class. As they
move from class to. Class, students can become confused-by the
range of expectations about, wrdting which face them. The prOblems
'posed by varying expectations are virtually inevitable; teachers
simply do 'not have the time to coordinate their expectations .for
all of the students for whom they are responsible.

Single skill correction can offer a convenient solution to this
cluster of problems. As- a student fOcused on a skill in English
class, the content area, teachers correct his or her work for Ehe
(An extension of this procedure requires the student
same -skill.
to proofread all writing for those skilli he or.she has previously
mastered.) Before the student submits.a paper to any content area
teacher, the student writes on the top of the paper, "Please
" tilling in the name of the skill he or
correct for
she is currently addressing:
ThiS simple procedure can do much to establish a tonsistent and
coherent pattern of expectations for studenEs; this pattern of
expectations, in,turn, helps to foster'growing skill mastery by
reinforcing th,t accurate use of skills whenever student8 have
occasion, to write.

WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT
by
John Collins, ECID.
The NETWORK, Inc.
Andover, MassachUsetts

The Writing Program Assessment Instrument provides a quick,
relatively easy way to determine the activities that make up
your current writing program. The instrument lists twenty
activities. that are'important if your system is to have an
:effective program: Some of the items on the list could be
controversial since there is little agreement, in the field as
to the exact definition of an ideal writing program, blit the
total list represents writing activities that leading
authorities consistently mention as being critical.
The items are written as genet-a11y as possible to encourage
some latitude in interpretation; therefore, before you've
administered the writing progral-. assessment instrument, you
You may
may want to make some of the items more specific.
also want to add additional items.

When tallied, the results of the survey by grade level
provide informatioil to answer the following important
questions.
1.

What are the writing activities tLat most of the staff
do on a regular basis?'

2.

Are there any activities that consistently score high
across'all grad/ levels?

.r?

3..

Are the actiyities that score consistently high
-sufficient to make up,a,writing program?

4.

Are there surprisingly conspicuous gaps in the
activities.at one or all grade levels?

5.

Are the activities listed, the ones that,are most
important to your school system?

.

By analyzing the results of the survey in relationship to the
questions above, you will have taken a. first step towards,
answering the question, ''What exactly is (Jilt. writing program
anyway ?"

voini,
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Additional Steps

Another use of the.instrument is as a list of activities from
which program priorities can be selected. By haying groups
of staff members indicate what they think are the most
',important items on the list and by concentrating on
-implementing these activities, you can begin tbimprove your
writing program with very little expense or effort and the
program, if based on teacher selected activities, should have
broad support.-

AIL
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WRITING PROGRAM ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT
Please rate the items using the following. scale. Try to make as accurate
estimate as possible. If you are not sure how to respond to cn item,
leave- it° blank.

Rating Scale

5 -- Very frequently, many times during a month4 -- Frequently, two or three times,during a month.
3--- Regularly, once or twic& during a'month.
'2 -- Occasionally, about ten times during a year.

1 -- Infrequently, a lew eimes during a year.
0 7- Rarely:

Grade levels you teach:
Item

Rating

1 ---Give writing assignments based on personal
experiences.
2 -- Provide opportunities, for students to review
written worlCcompletedearlier in The year.

3 -- Give writing,assignments of a minimum of
paragraph in length.
4 -- Provide opportunities to write durinci.class

5 -- Provide opportunites to discuSs and clarify
writing assignments before students begin
writing.
6

Provide opportunities for students '.:.o.brainstorm
about a topic before they begin writing..

-- Provide opportunities to work on one assignment.
over a period of a few days.

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS
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Rating

Item

8 -- Teach csAiting skills (Senterce Combining,
eliminating unnecessary words and phrases,'
_checking for variety of Language, analyzing for
clarity of expression, etc.).
.

.

9 -7 .Provide opportunities for: students to read
-written work aloud to individuals or to small
groups of students..

.

,--------

10 -- Display or "publish" exam les' of high-quality
work.

4

11 -- Provide specific suggestion's to students for
improvement..

(punctuation, editing
12 -- Teach proofreading` skill
symbols, manuscript form)._

13 -- Give writing assignments that are meant to be
read by readers other than the teacher (letterS,
reports to. the community, etc.).

14 -- Teach gramma.r usage and mechanics -in relationship to the studentsl.current writing problems.
15 -- Write positive di.Q.Olgents on students' written
work.

16 -- Work along with-students on the same writing
Assignment.
17

Conduct individual writing conferences with
studepts..

18 -- Encourage students to "peer edit" each others
papers before they are handed in.
19

Provide specific information abUt the criteria
you will use to correct each assignment.

.20 -- Plea list other writing activities that you
do on a regular basis.

ADMINISTERING WRITING PR6GRAMS.
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Teacher Program Assessment Sheet for Basic Skills Improvement
Questions

Responses
YES

1.

Can you list and/or locate your
current instructional objectives
that contribute to basic skills.
improvemsnt?

2.

Can you state specific student
behaviors and achievement
levels that demonstrate basic
skill acquisition?

3.

Have you determined what teaching
behaviors you need to demonstrate
to preyent student failure in
basic skill areas?

4.

Have you eveloped .a screening
process hat will help you
identif students who might have
diffic.ty meeting :your school
standatds An basic
system

NOT SURE

NO

ski

you developed a system
iagnose specific student
weaknesses?

5.

Ha
to

6.

Do you have a program that prescribes solutions to diagnosed
problems?.

7.

Do you naye a method of
monitoring progress toward
competency. standards?

8:

Are you aware of program alternatives that may help you
improve your current practice?

ADMINISTERING WRITING PROGRAMS
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Assessment of Staff Information Needs
Regarding Basic Skills Policy
Although the state has developed a Hasid Skills Policy, the
policy leaVes many decisions up to local districts. Would you
like more information about your schbbiS?--Check,those.items
about which, you'd like more information.
1.

What are the specific provisions of the state's Basic
Skil1o.;mprovement .Policy, and how will it aftect me?

2.

Who will be developing my school's basic skills

improyeAnt policy?
3.

When will my school's policy be determined?

4.

What will my school's testing program entail (which
tests, which grade levels, etc.)?

5.

How will criteria be set for determining whether a
student has "mastered" a particUlar skill?

6.

Who will be involved...all teachers, or only those
who now teach "basic skills" (math, reading, English,
etc.)?

7.

Will individual teachers be held accountable for
particular child who has not mastered a specific
skill? -

S.

How. will my school provide rLkedial help tochildren
who donot demonstrate basic skill competenCies?

9.

Will this policy require changes in teaching
procedures?

10.

What- is Cle relationship among the t.isic skills
program, Title I program, and special education
program?

11..

Other:

a

What potential benefits /drawbacks do you antitipate in
implementing the basic skills policy?

4111111111.
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Gearing Up For Basic Skills Regulations

1)

Have in

Easily

place

Possible

Very
Possible

Troublesome

Difficult

Select person responsible for

designing system's/school's
basic skills improvement plan.

1)

Review result of statewide
writing assessment, if one

wascompleted.
1011011

3)

Provide for community input
in planning and standard
setting,

4)

Determine if writing will be
tested under the basic skills
improvement plan.

5)

DeterMine if testing results

will be made available 0
general public.
dln111D

6)

At the secondary level,

provide for student
involvement during the.

planning.

1)

Establish minimum writing
standards at elementary
level,

0)

Establish minimum writing
standards at secondary
level.

9)

Determine if testing process
must be approved by state.
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Ginaring

tu't'or nmrir,SkinsPrqujations (Contintied)

Havil in

rr,ily
Pos5iblc,

Plarr'

L0)'

Determine how often writing
will be tested, what grades.

[2)

Troublrsnmo

Difficult

Select ter"ng procedure
for writing.

(I)

Very

,

Select person responsible
for monitoring and
implementing plan.
mrmiNdoilt

I3)

Allocate tesources.for teacher
training if necessary.

l4).

Provide proVisions for
-bilingual students.

LS)

Provide provisions for

imperial education students.'

[6)

[7)

am/mm=14am

oup.11101.

Provide provisions for
transfer students,

Determine if individual

r

test results will be
available to parents,
students.
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Inservice Interest Survey
Please inditate the 'topics you'd most like to see included
in inservice programs during the-remainder of the school
year'by-checking three,.topicS in each area most useful to
you. .Circle the check of the one most important topic in
each area.
ASSESSMENT -& EVALUATION
constructing .better. teacher-made _tests__
modifying tests for slow learners
techniques for assessing listening & speaking
skills
.techniques for assessing writing skills
preparing & using behavioral objectives.
interpreting test results
ongoing monitoring of student performance
recordkeeping-shortcuts & tactics
other:

INSTRUCTION
using test.results for r.emediating planning
classroom remediation techniques
integrating basic skills- teaching in all classes
techniques for teaching writing skills
techniques for teaching listening 6 speaking skills
techniques for spelling instruction
metrics - how and when to teach
11::),difyinginstructional materials.

learning styles & learning rates
peer teaching and peer tutoring tactics
other:

COMMUNICATION & AFFECTIVE AREAS
activities for 'classroom use
counseling techniques for classroom use

__.counseling with parents..
communication'between'regular teachers and
specialists
.

motivating, ,hard -to -reach kidS

teaCher-to-teacher communication across grade
levels
student.conferencing
other:
,

If you-Could talk candidly with the.people planning and
conducting inservice programs for the remainder of the. year,
what advice would you give them?
Grade level(s).:

SUbject area(s):
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INDIVIDUALIZED LANGUAGE ARTS:

Diagnosis,- Prescription, and Evaluation

A project combining a language-experience approach with techniques derived from modern
linguistic theory to enhance skills,in written composition.

audience

Approved by JDRP for grades 3-6. This program has been used in other settings with
grades 1-2 and 7-12, language arts, English content-area classes, college basic skills
programs, adult education programs; special education programs, and independent and supplementary programs in
written composition, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submitted to or approved by,the Panel.

-target

description

At least three times a yeare the teacher evaluates writing samples composed by students on
self-selected topics. .Utilizing criteria common to nearly all language arts programs, the
teacher is then able to assign priorities to the needs of the whole class, groups of students, and individual
youngsters. For each objective- stemming from this diagnosis. a teacher's resource manual prescribes a varietyMotivation for writing is strengthened
of writing or rewriting techniques for all content areas involving writing.
by a "communication spiral" that-links.compositionto the other language.,arts and to real -life experience. A
record keeping system permits students, teachers, admintStrators, and parents to observe growth in writing
proficiency from month to month and grade to grade. The program cart be combined readily with existing language
arts curricula and. objectives.

manic*: of Offectimeness

Since 1971, evaluations- utilizing holistic or criterion-referenced designs
with writing samples from students, grades 1-12, in a variety of settings
(urban, suburban, and rural) consistently show significant gains in vocabulary, sentence'structure. organization,mechanics, and grammar for students in ILA classes.

District makes a definite commitment to improving basic writing
skills of all students.'. District sends initial cadre of teachers
to New Jersey (or elsewhere-by arrangement) for two-day training and purchases copies of
District assumes responsibility for exManual and Management Manual (for administrators).
other grades, classes, and/or schools in future years, with trained administrators conducting
District reports- to project (directly or through NDN Facilitator) on extent,and quality

impiementliticm requirements
and administrators
Teacher'silesource
tending program to
inservice programs.
of implementation.

financial requirements

District assumes (or shares with NON Facilitator) the costs of releasing
teachers and administrators for training workshops. District assumes (or
Teacher's Resource Manual:
shares with NDN Facilitator) per diem, travel, and lodging costs for project staff.
$2 per copy.
$10 per copy. Management Manual (for administrators):

services auailable

Visitors are welcome any time by
Awareness materials are available at no cost.
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home state and
diem must
out of state. Project:staff are available to attend put-of-state awareness meetings (travel and per
Training is conducted at,project site only during three to four weeks throughout the year (all
be paid).
.expenses must be paid, including trainees' travel and per diem, and $10 for manual). Training is also available
at adopter site (costs to be negotiated). 'AmpIementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs
to be negotiated).

-contact

Jeanette Alder, Project Director; Woodrow Cison School; Hauxhurst Ave.; Weehawken,

NJ

07087,

(201) 865 -1506,

Developmental Funding:
Compiled summer 1981

JDRP No,

USGE ESEA Title
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74 -55
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PROJECT

THE NEW JERSEY WRITING PROJECT
A teacher training program that improves student writing.

c target audience

.

'Approved by JORP for teachers and students grades 7-12, all ability levels.
It has
been implementedt-6 as well, but no evidence of effectiveness has been submittei to or

approved by the Panel.

description

The New Jersey Writing Project is a state-wide writing program'based on a thorough knowledge
of the comp:singprocess: This project is predicated on the following assumptions: writing
is a process anda-mode-of learni -ng; teachers -of-writing should write; teachers-teaching teachers-Accomplishes
efficient curriculum change; theory about and assessment of writing should enhance clastroom practices.
teacher training, implementation and staff development, and assessment. The
The program involves three stages:
teacher training stage is a'three-week summer institute for teachers from' multiple districts in the same geographic region. Each day of the training program is divided into a 4riting/sharing morning session and a theory
presentation in the-c.fternoon. The second stage is a two-part program. First, returning teacher con...ultants Within the confines of the regular English period each
introduce writing as a prpcess into their classrooms.
teacher provides time for students to write in class. All students are instructed in the process of effective
editorial feedback. Teachers do not have to egg each student's paper because students do that. for themselves
and for others. J Second, in addition to implementation in the classroom the returning-teachers begin staff
development programs suited to the unique needs of district curricula. The third-stage involves the development
-'1 use of assessment instruments and procedures. This evaluative phase encompasses the following components:
,e -its' writing samples; training for teachers in holistic scoring; and teacher and student writing attitude
.

.veys.
a

3

e

evidence of effectiuenels

W;iting.samples obtained in October and-May from 1,400 students in eight
treatment districts and seven control districts representing urban, suburban, and rural New Jersey were scored using a holistic method developed by Educational Testing Service. Regression analysis, adjusting posttest scores for pretest scores, indicated that the difference between treatment and
control groupS was highly significant (p < .001), amounting to 45.5% of.the standard deviation of the posttest
distribution.

Implementation requirements

The program should be adopted by a group of districts wishing to
Training is required.
One or
work jointly on student writing.
two district teachers receive intensive training and return to their schools to train others.

Costs are limited to training. Training..for a grouu of 25.teachers from
a trainer -for three Weeks, A1,500; travel
10-20 districts at'adopter.site:
and residency for the trainer, if required, approximately $1,500; payment or.credi,ts for participating teachers
as per local option; paper and supplies, $300; texts per participant, approximately $25; two release days per
participant for evaluation data analysis.

financial requirements

.z;..-

services available

Visitors are welcome anyAirrit4by
Awareness materials are available at no cost.
appointment at project site and additional demonstration sites in home stat&'
TraiMng is
.Project staff are available to attend out-of-state awareness meetings (costs to be negotiated).
conducted at project site in three-week sessions during Jar). and August (adopter pays only its own costs).
training is also available at adopter site, usually in three-week full-day senions in June, July, cr August.
(all expenses must be paid, including trainer's stipend,' cost of training mateeials, and trainer's travel and
Implementation and follow-up services are available to adopters (costs to, be negotiated).
per diem).
.

.

..

contact

.Linea Waitkus, Project Director; South Brunswick.Township,Public Sehool; 1 Executive Dr.; Monmouth
JunctionNJ 08852. (201) 297-7800.
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